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When Edison was seven his family moved to Port Huron, Michigan. Edison lived here until he struck out on
his own at the age of sixteen. Edison had very little formal education as a child, attending school only for a
few months. He was taught reading, writing, and arithmetic by his mother, but was always a very curious child
and taught himself much by reading on his own. This belief in self-improvement remained throughout his life.
Edison began working at an early age, as most boys did at the time. At thirteen he took a job as a newsboy,
selling newspapers and candy on the local railroad that ran through Port Huron to Detroit. He seems to have
spent much of his free time reading scientific, and technical books, and also had the opportunity at this time to
learn how to operate a telegraph. By the time he was sixteen, Edison was proficient enough to work as a
telegrapher full time. The development of the telegraph was the first step in the communication revolution,
and the telegraph industry expanded rapidly in the second half of the 19th century. This rapid growth gave
Edison and others like him a chance to travel, see the country, and gain experience. Edison worked in a
number of cities throughout the United States before arriving in Boston in Here Edison began to change his
profession from telegrapher to inventor. He received his first patent on an electric vote recorder, a device
intended for use by elected bodies such as Congress to speed the voting process. This invention was a
commercial failure. Edison resolved that in the future he would only invent things that he was certain the
public would want. Edison moved to New York City in He continued to work on inventions related to the
telegraph, and developed his first successful invention, an improved stock ticker called the "Universal Stock
Printer". This gave Edison the money he needed to set up his first small laboratory and manufacturing facility
in Newark, New Jersey in During the next five years, Edison worked in Newark inventing and manufacturing
devices that greatly improved the speed and efficiency of the telegraph. He also found to time to get married to
Mary Stilwell and start a family. In Edison sold all his Newark manufacturing concerns and moved his family
and staff of assistants to the small village of Menlo Park, twenty-five miles southwest of New York City.
Edison established a new facility containing all the equipment necessary to work on any invention. Here
Edison began to change the world. The first machine that could record and reproduce sound created a
sensation and brought Edison international fame. Edison toured the country with the tin foil phonograph, and
was invited to the White House to demonstrate it to President Rutherford B. Hayes in April Edison next
undertook his greatest challenge, the development of a practical incandescent, electric light. The idea of
electric lighting was not new, and a number of people had worked on, and even developed forms of electric
lighting. But up to that time, nothing had been developed that was remotely practical for home use. After one
and a half years of work, success was achieved when an incandescent lamp with a filament of carbonized
sewing thread burned for thirteen and a half hours. Edison spent the next several years creating the electric
industry. In September , the first commercial power station, located on Pearl Street in lower Manhattan, went
into operation providing light and power to customers in a one square mile area; the electric age had begun.
An early sketch from a laboratory notebook of an electric lightbulb. NPS Photo The success of his electric
light brought Edison to new heights of fame and wealth, as electricity spread around the world. Despite the use
of Edison in the company title however, Edison never controlled this company. The tremendous amount of
capital needed to develop the incandescent lighting industry had necessitated the involvement of investment
bankers such as J. When Edison General Electric merged with its leading competitor Thompson-Houston in ,
Edison was dropped from the name, and the company became simply General Electric. A year later, while
vacationing at a friends house in New England, Edison met Mina Miller and fell in love. The couple was
married in February and moved to West Orange, New Jersey where Edison had purchased an estate,
Glenmont, for his bride. Thomas Edison lived here with Mina until his death. When Edison moved to West
Orange, he was doing experimental work in makeshift facilities in his electric lamp factory in nearby Harrison,
New Jersey. A few months after his marriage, however, Edison decided to build a new laboratory in West
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Orange itself, less than a mile from his home. Edison possessed both the resources and experience by this time
to build, "the best equipped and largest laboratory extant and the facilities superior to any other for rapid and
cheap development of an invention ". The new laboratory complex consisting of five buildings opened in
November A three story main laboratory building contained a power plant, machine shops, stock rooms,
experimental rooms and a large library. Four smaller one story buildings built perpendicular to the main
building contained a physics lab, chemistry lab, metallurgy lab, pattern shop, and chemical storage. The large
size of the laboratory not only allowed Edison to work on any sort of project, but also allowed him to work on
as many as ten or twenty projects at once. Over the years, factories to manufacture Edison inventions were
built around the laboratory. The entire laboratory and factory complex eventually covered more than twenty
acres and employed 10, people at its peak during World War One After opening the new laboratory, Edison
began to work on the phonograph again, having set the project aside to develop the electric light in the late s.
By the s, Edison began to manufacture phonographs for both home, and business use. Like the electric light,
Edison developed everything needed to have a phonograph work, including records to play, equipment to
record the records, and equipment to manufacture the records and the machines. In the process of making the
phonograph practical, Edison created the recording industry. While working on the phonograph, Edison began
working on a device that, "does for the eye what the phonograph does for the ear", this was to become motion
pictures. Edison first demonstrated motion pictures in , and began commercial production of "movies" two
years later in a peculiar looking structure, built on the laboratory grounds, known as the Black Maria. Like the
electric light and phonograph before it, Edison developed a complete system, developing everything needed to
both film and show motion pictures. There were therefore many contributors to the swift development of
motion pictures beyond the early work of Edison. By the late s, a thriving new industry was firmly established,
and by the industry had become so competitive that Edison got out of the movie business all together.
Throughout the decade Edison worked in his laboratory and in the old iron mines of northwestern New Jersey
to develop methods of mining iron ore to feed the insatiable demand of the Pennsylvania steel mills. To
finance this work, Edison sold all his stock in General Electric. Despite ten years of work and millions of
dollars spent on research and development, Edison was never able to make the process commercially practical,
and lost all the money he had invested. This would have meant financial ruin had not Edison continued to
develop the phonograph and motion pictures at the same time. As it was, Edison entered the new century still
financially secure and ready to take on another challenge. Edison very much enjoyed automobiles and owned a
number of different types during his life, powered by gasoline, electricity, and steam. Edison thought that
electric propulsion was clearly the best method of powering cars, but realized that conventional lead-acid
storage batteries were inadequate for the job. Edison began to develop an alkaline battery in By the time
Edison introduced his new alkaline battery, the gasoline powered car had so improved that electric vehicles
were becoming increasingly less common, being used mainly as delivery vehicles in cities. However, the
Edison alkaline battery proved useful for lighting railway cars and signals, maritime buoys, and miners lamps.
By , Thomas Edison had built a vast industrial operation in West Orange. Numerous factories had been built
through the years around the original laboratory, and the staff of the entire complex had grown into the
thousands. To better manage operations, Edison brought all the companies he had started to make his
inventions together into one corporation, Thomas A. Edison Incorporated, with Edison as president and
chairman. Edison was sixty-four by this time and his role with his company and in life began to change.
Edison left more of the daily operations of both the laboratory and the factories to others. The laboratory itself
did less original experimental work and instead worked more on refining existing Edison products such as the
phonograph. Although Edison continued to file for and receive patents for new inventions, the days of
developing new products that changed lives and created industries were behind him. In the , Edison was asked
to head the Naval Consulting Board. With the United States inching closer towards the involvement in World
War One, the Naval Consulting Board was an attempt to organize the talents of the leading scientists and
inventors in the United States for the benefit of the American armed forces. Edison favored preparedness, and
accepted the appointment. The Board did not make a notable contribution to the final allied victory, but did
serve as a precedent for future successful cooperation between scientists, inventors and the United States
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military. During the war, at age seventy, Edison spent several months on Long Island Sound in a borrowed
navy vessel experimenting on techniques for detecting submarines. In , in recognition of a lifetime of
achievement, the United States Congress voted Edison a special Medal of Honor. In the nation celebrated the
golden jubilee of the incandescent light. Attendees included President Herbert Hoover and many of the leading
American scientists and inventors. They asked Edison to find an alternative source of rubber for use in
automobile tires. The natural rubber used for tires up to that time came from the rubber tree, which does not
grow in the United States. Crude rubber had to be imported and was becoming increasingly expensive. With
his customary energy and thoroughness, Edison tested thousands of different plants to find a suitable
substitute, eventually finding a type of Goldenrod weed that could produce enough rubber to be feasible.
Edison was still working on this at the time of his death. During the last two years of his life Edison was in
increasingly poor health. Edison spent more time away from the laboratory, working instead at Glenmont.
Trips to the family vacation home in Fort Myers, Florida became longer. Edison was past eighty and suffering
from a number of ailments. In August Edison collapsed at Glenmont. Essentially house bound from that point,
Edison steadily declined until at 3:
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Stanley Hall, a student of Wilhelm Wundt, establishes first U. Stanley Hall at Johns Hopkins University.
Jastrow later becomes professor of psychology at the University of Wisconsin and serves as president of the
American Psychological Association in He later establishes two key journals in the field: Psychoanalysis The
founder of psychoanalysis, Sigmund Freud, introduces the term in a scholarly paper. He develops an
influential therapy based on this assertion, using free association and dream analysis. Titchener, a leading
proponent of structuralism, publishes his Outline of Psychology. Structuralism is the view that all mental
experience can be understood as a combination of simple elements or events. This approach focuses on the
contents of the mind, contrasting with functionalism. Later researchers refine this work into the concept of
intelligence quotient; IQ, mental age over physical age. Calling for more humane treatment of patients and
better education about mental illness for the general population, the book inspires the mental hygiene
movement in the United States. At the symposium, Freud gives his only speech in the United States. Watson
publishes "Psychology as Behavior," launching behaviorism. In contrast to psychoanalysis, behaviorism
focuses on observable and measurable behavior. Soon after, such tests are used in all U. Stanley Hall at Clark
University. Sumner later serves as chair of the Howard University psychology department. They take a
compassionate approach to the treatment of mental illness, emphasizing both psychological and psychiatric
disciplines. The device graphs the electrical activity of the brain by means of electrodes attached to the head.
Many, including Freud, whose books are banned and burned in public rallies, move to Britain or the United
States. Gestalt psychology Kurt Koffka, a founder of the movement, publishes Principles of Gestalt
Psychology in Gestalt German for "whole" or "essence" psychology asserts that psychological phenomena
must be viewed not as individual elements but as a coherent whole. By , more than 18, such operations have
been performed. The procedure, intended to relieve severe and debilitating psychosis, is controversial. Skinner
publishes The Behavior of Organisms, introducing the concept of operant conditioning. The work draws
widespread attention to behaviorism and inspires laboratory research on conditioning. Electroconvulsive
therapy begun Italian psychiatrist and neuropathologist Ugo Cerletti and his associates treat human patients
with electrical shocks to alleviate schizophrenia and psychosis. ECT, while controversial, is proven effective
in some cases and is still in use in President Harry Truman signs the National Mental Health Act, providing
generous funding for psychiatric education and research for the first time in U. Approved for use in the United
States in , it becomes widely prescribed. Penfield publishes results from his study of the neurology of epilepsy.
The Nature of Prejudice Social Psychologist Gordon Allport publishes The Nature of Prejudice, which draws
on various approaches in psychology to examine prejudice through different lenses. Biopsychology In his
studies of epilepsy, neuroscientist Wilder G. Penfield begins to uncover the relationship between chemical
activity in the brain and psychological phenomena. His findings set the stage for widespread research on the
biological role in psychological phenomena. Psychopharmacology The development of psychoactive drugs in
the s and their approval by the FDA initiates a new form of treatment for mental illness. Among the first such
drugs is Doriden, also known as Rorer, an anti-anxiety medication approved in Humanistic Psychology In the
wake of psychoanalysis and behaviorism, humanistic psychology emerges as the "third force" in psychology.
Led by Carl Rogers and Abraham Maslow, who publishes Motivation and Personality in , this approach
centers on the conscious mind, free will, human dignity, and the capacity for self-actualization. The book
helps spawn the field of psycholinguistics, the psychology of language. A similar drug, diazepam Valium , is
approved in Kennedy calls for and later signs the Community Mental Health Centers Act, which mandates the
construction of community facilities instead of large, regional mental hospitals. Congress ends support for the
program in , reducing overall funds and folding them into a mental health block-grant program. Miller
receives the National Medal of Science, the highest scientific honor given in the United States, for his studies
of motivation and learning. He is the first psychologist to be awarded this honor. It is marketed under the trade
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names Eskalith, Lithonate, and Lithane. The widely used reference manual is revised to state that sexual
orientation "does not necessarily constitute a psychiatric disorder. By tracing chemical markers, PET maps
brain function in more detail than earlier techniques. This approach applies principles from evolutionary
biology to the structure and function of the human brain. It offers new ways of looking at social phenomena
such as aggression and sexual behavior. The Selfish Gene Richard Dawkins publishes The Selfish Gene, a
work which shifts focus from the individual animal as the unit of evolution to individual genes themselves.
The text popularizes the field of evolutionary psychology, in which knowledge and principles from
evolutionary biology are applied in research on human brain structure. District Court finds the use of
standardized IQ tests in California public schools illegal. The decision in the case, Larry P. Congress revises
federal law on the insanity defense, partly in response to the acquittal of John Hinckley, Jr. The act places
burden of proof for the insanity defense on the defendant. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act provides the
first federal funds allocated specifically for the homeless population. The act includes provisions for mental
health services, and responds, in part, to psychological studies on homelessness and mental disorders. The
drug, and other similar medications, acts on neurotransmitters, specifically, serotonin. It is widely prescribed
and attracts attention and debate. Refined and expanded by Hazel Markus and other researchers, cultural
psychology focuses on the influences and relationship among mind, cultural community and behavior. A
similar, privately funded, project is currently underway.
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Chinese alcoholic rice wine containers. Alcoholic beverage and the process of fermentation: The earliest
archaeological evidence of fermentation and the consumption of alcoholic beverages was discovered in
neolithic China dating from â€” BC. Examination and analysis of ancient pottery jars from the neolithic
village of Jiahu in Henan province in northern China revealed fermented residue left behind by the alcoholic
beverages they once contained. According to a study published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences , chemical analysis of the residue revealed that the fermented drink was made from fruit, rice and
honey. Clapper-bells made of pottery have been found in several archaeological sites. With the emergence of
other kinds of bells during the Shang Dynasty c. The earliest evidence of wooden coffin remains, dated at BC,
was found in the Tomb 4 at Beishouling, Shaanxi. Clear evidence of a wooden coffin in the form of a
rectangular shape was found in Tomb in an early Banpo site. The Banpo coffin belongs to a four-year-old girl,
measuring 1. As many as 10 wooden coffins have been found from the Dawenkou culture â€” BC site at
Chengzi, Shandong. Cookware and pottery vessel: The earliest pottery, used as vessels, was discovered in ,
found in Xianrendong Cave located in the Jiangxi province of China. The dagger-axe or ge was developed
from agricultural stone implement during the Neolithic, dagger-axe made of stone are found in the Longshan
culture â€” BC site at Miaodian, Henan. It also appeared as ceremonial and symbolic jade weapon at around
the same time, two being dated from about BC, are found at the Lingjiatan site in Anhui. It consisted of a long
wooden shaft with a bronze knife blade attached at a right angle to the end. The weapon could be swung down
or inward in order to hook or slash, respectively, at an enemy. Some of the earliest evidence of water wells are
located in China. The Chinese discovered and made extensive use of deep drilled groundwater for drinking.
The Chinese text The Book of Changes , originally a divination text of the Western Zhou dynasty BC ,
contains an entry describing how the ancient Chinese maintained their wells and protected their sources of
water. A well excavated at the Hemudu excavation site was believed to have been built during the Neolithic
era. The oldest fired bricks were found at the Neolithic Chinese site of Chengtoushan , dating back to BC. By
BC, fired bricks were being used at Chengtoushan to pave roads and form building foundations, roughly at the
same time as the Indus Valley Civilisation. While sun-dried bricks were used much earlier in Mesopotamia,
fired bricks are significantly stronger as a building material. A painted stick dating from BCE excavated at the
astronomical site of Taosi is the oldest gnomon known in China. The ancient Chinese used shadow
measurements for creating calendars that are mentioned in several ancient texts. According to the collection of
Zhou Chinese poetic anthologies Classic of Poetry , one of the distant ancestors of King Wen of the Zhou
dynasty used to measure gnomon shadow lengths to determine the orientation around the 14th-century BC.
Jade was prized for its hardness , durability , musical qualities , and beauty. Lacquer was used in China since
the Neolithic period and came from a substance extracted from the lac tree found in China. The discovery in
northern China of domesticated varieties of broomcorn and foxtail millet from BC, or earlier, suggests that
millet cultivation might have predated that of rice in parts of Asia. The success of the early Chinese millet
farmers is still reflected today in the DNA of many modern East Asian populations, such studies have shown
that the ancestors of those farmers probably arrived in the area between 30, and 20, BP , and their bacterial
haplotypes are still found in today populations throughout East Asia. Rowing oars have been used since the
early Neothilic period ; a canoe-shaped pottery and six wooden oars dating from the BC have been discovered
in a Hemudu culture site at Yuyao , Zhejiang. The earliest use of turtle shells comes from the archaeological
site in Jiahu site. The shells, containing small pebbles of various size, colour and quantity, were drilled with
small holes, suggesting that each pair of them was tied together originally. Similar finds have also been found
in the Dawenkou burial sites of about â€” BC, as well as in Henan, Sichuan , Jiangsu and Shaanxi.
Triangular-shaped stone ploughshares are found at the sites of Majiabang culture dated to BC around Lake
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Tai. Ploughshares have also been discovered at the nearby Liangzhu and Maqiao sites roughly dated to the
same period. Harris says this indicates that more intensive cultivation in fixed, probably bunded, fields had
developed by this time. The post-Liangzhu ploughs used draft animals. Archaeological excavations show that
using steam to cook began with the pottery cooking vessels known as yan steamers; a yan composed of two
vessel, a zeng with perforated floor surmounted on a pot or caldron with a tripod base and a top cover. The
earliest yan steamer dating from about BC was unearthed in the Banpo site. The first evidence of pottery urn
dating from about BC comes from the early Jiahu site, where a total of 32 burial urns are found, [] another
early finds are in Laoguantai, Shaanxi. The burial urns were used mainly for children, but also sporadically for
adults, as shown in the finds at Yichuan, Lushan and Zhengzhou in Henan. Quern stones were used in China at
least 10, years ago to grind wheat into flour. The production of flour by rubbing wheat by hand took several
hours. Saddle querns were known in China during the Neolithic Age but rotary stone mills did not appear until
the Warring States Period. The site is located in the heartland of the northern Chinese loess plateau near the
Yellow River. The archaeological evidence of the use of rammed earth has been discovered in Neolithic
archaeological sites of the Yangshao and Longshan cultures along the Chinese Yellow River , dating back to
BC. By BC, rammed-earth architectural techniques were commonly used for walls and foundations in China.
In , a Chinese and Japanese group reported the discovery in eastern China of fossilised phytoliths of
domesticated rice apparently dating back to 11, BC or earlier. However, phytolith data are controversial in
some quarters due to potential contamination problems. By BC, rice had been domesticated at Hemudu culture
near the Yangtze Delta and was being cooked in pots. One of the earliest salterns for the harvesting of salt is
argued to have taken place on Lake Yuncheng , Shanxi by BC. Sericulture is the production of silk from
silkworms. The oldest silk found in China comes from the Chinese Neolithic period and is dated to about BC,
found in Henan province. The cultivation of soybeans began in the eastern half of northern China by BC, but
is almost certainly much older. Wet field cultivation, or the paddy field, was developed in China. The earliest
paddy field dates to BP, based on carbon dating of the grains of rice and soil organic matter found at the
Chaodun site in Kushan County. A[ edit ] Bronze mirror of the Sui Dynasty â€” showing the twelve divisions
of the Chinese zodiac , the latter of which goes back to the Warring States period â€” BC in China
Acupuncture: Acupuncture, the traditional Chinese medicinal practice of inserting needles into specific points
of the body for therapeutic purposes and relieving pain, was first mentioned in the Huangdi Neijing compiled
from the 3rd to 2nd centuries BC Warring States period to Han Dynasty. The earliest and most complete
version of the animal zodiac mentions twelve animals which differ slightly from the modern version for
instance, the Dragon is absent, represented by a worm. Early Chinese artillery had vase-like shapes. This
includes the "long range awe inspiring" cannon dated from and found in the 14th century Ming Dynasty
treatise Huolongjing. This change can be seen in the bronze "thousand ball thunder cannon," an early example
of field artillery.
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The American Child and Other Cultural Inventions WILLIAM KESSEN Yale University The theme of the child as a
cultural invention can be recognized in several.

What is Attachment Parenting? Or, perhaps, you do know there is a name for it, with many synonyms and
variations, but you live it out without being defined. Some may know what they know about it from a critique
or a comment. The Latest Fad, or Something More? The international dialogue about Attachment Parenting is
enveloped in confusion and opinion; meanwhile, parents who practice it, knowingly or unknowingly, are
simply following their instincts for attunement with their child. Both were teachers who noticed a growing
need among their students for, greater family security and caregiver availability. It was a dynamic change to
the family structure in the United States, one that was not supportive of parent-child relationships. Attachment
Parenting International was founded as a way to bring information and support to parents through a centralized
collection of resources. William and Martha Sears. Other parents sought out the support of Attachment
Parenting International when cultural childrearing advice conflicted with their natural parenting instincts.
Steadily, Attachment Parenting International grew, now stretching its reach around the globe, and awareness
of attachment parenting has blossomed. Today, "attachment parenting" has become a buzzword. More parents
recognize the power of touch, positive discipline and other practices associated with "attachment parenting. It
is often confused with such parenting styles as permissive parenting, helicopter parenting, and natural
parenting. API approaches parenting in ways that can be adapted by any parent with the mutual goal and
desire of helping children reach their fullest, individual potential. Attachment Parenting is an approach to
childrearing that promotes a secure attachment bond between parents and their children. Attachment is a
scientific term for the emotional bond in a relationship. Attachment quality is correlated with lifelong effects
and often much more profound an impact than people understand. A person with a secure attachment is
generally able to respond to stress in healthy ways and establish more meaningful and close relationships more
often; a person with an insecure attachment style may be more susceptible to stress and less healthy
relationships. A greater number of insecurely attached individuals are at risk for more serious mental health
concerns such as depression and anxiety. By demonstrating healthy and positive relationship skills, the parent
Provides critical emotional scaffolding for the child to learn essential self-regulatory skills. These tools guide
parents as they incorporate attachment into their individual parenting styles: Prepare for Pregnancy,
Childbirth, and Parenting -- The overarching message within this principle is the importance of parents to
research their decisions regarding pregnancy care, childbirth choices, and parenting styles; childbirth without
the use of interventions shows the best start to the parent-infant bond. However, there are ways to modify the
initial bonding experience for mothers who do encounter complications. Feed with Love and Respect -Research shows unequivocal evidence for breastfeeding for infants along with gentle weaning into nutritious
food choices. Breastfeeding is the healthiest infant-feeding choice. The physiology of breastfeeding promotes
a high degree of maternal responsiveness and is associated with several other positive outcomes. In the case
breastfeeding is not possible, bottle-nursing -- attentive bottle-feeding -- should emulate the closeness of
breastfeeding. Respond with Sensitivity -- This Principle is a central element in all of the Principles; it is
viewed by many parents as the cornerstone to Attachment Parenting. It encompasses a timely response by a
nurturing caregiver. Baby-training systems, such as the commonly referred-to "cry it out," are inconsistent
with this Principle. The foundation of responding with sensitivity in the early years prepares parents for all
their years of parenting, by modeling respect and caring. Provide Nurturing Touch -- Parents who "wear" their
babies in a sling or wrap are applying this Principle. Infants who are opposed to babywearing enjoy being held
in-arms. Touch remains important throughout childhood and can be done through massage, hugs,
hand-holding, and cuddling. Ensure Safe Sleep -- This principle is the basis for one of the more controversial
subjects in parenting. Many attachment parents share a room with their young children; those who exclusively
breastfeed and who take necessary safety precautions may prefer to share their bed. However, this principle
can be just as easily applied to crib-sleeping situations. The point is not the sleeping surface but that parents
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remain responsive to their children during sleep. Use Consistent and Loving Care -- Secure attachment
depends on continuity of care by a single, primary caregiver. Ideally, this is the parent. However, if both
parents must work outside the home, this principle can be applied by ensuring that the child is being cared for
by one childcare provider who embodies a responsive, empathic caregiver over the long-term; for example, an
in-home nanny versus a large daycare center with rotating staff. Practice Positive Discipline -- There is a
strong push against physical punishment in recent years, but research shows that all forms of punishment,
including punitive timeouts, can not only be ineffective in teaching children boundaries in their behavior but
also harmful to psychological and emotional development. Parents are encouraged to teach by example and to
use non-punitive discipline techniques such as substitution, distraction, problem solving, and playful
parenting. Parents do not set rules so that their child obeys for the sake of structure, but rather to be the
teacher, the coach, the cheerleader, and the guidepost as the child develops his or her own sense of moral
responsibility within the construct of the family value system. Strive for Personal and Family Balance -Attachment Parenting is a family-centered approach in that all members of the family have equal value. The
parent is not a tyrant, yet also not a martyr. Parents need balance between their parenting role and their
personal life in order to continue having the energy and motivation to maintain a healthy relationship and to
model healthy lifestyles for their children. Attachment Parenting is not exclusive. Moreover, while the basis of
Attachment Theory is rooted in studies involving infants and toddlers, research in adult relationships is
increasingly showing that attachment quality is an important feature of development and the effects persist
over the lifetime, beyond these early years. Children of all ages and developmental stages can benefit from
parenting that takes attachment into account. For example, school-age children and teenagers benefit from
sit-down meals of nutritious foods over which family members discuss the happenings of the day or play a
game. A common misconception of Attachment Parenting is that it is time-consuming and a child-centered
approach that neglects the needs of the parent. In fact, Attachment Parenting may be different, sometimes very
different, from other approaches to childrearing but the level of difficulty is a matter of subjectivity. The
difference between a parent-child relationship and an adult-adult relationship, such as marriage, is that the
child is at a dissimilar developmental stage and is psychologically unable to provide equal relationship
give-and-take. For this reason, Attachment Parenting can seem more intense than other parenting approaches.
Most parents who incorporate attachment-orientation into their parenting style comment that Attachment
Parenting actually makes their lives smoother: Attachment Parenting requires more time and energy than other
parenting approaches during the infant stage, or the initial period of time if this approach is introduced to an
older child, but the results are actually an easier relationship long-term because the parent and child are
cooperating rather than engaging in power struggles. Attachment-minded parents are happy to give their
children more attention than not, whereas parents of other parenting approaches may argue that a child seeking
attention is being manipulative; attachment parents simply do not view children, or their choices, in this way.
There is a wide spectrum of what Attachment Parenting looks like within each family. Parents are advised to
"take what works and leave the rest," meaning that not every attachment-minded family must choose all of the
parenting practices within a certain Principle. For example, some families may prefer homebirths and
midwives; others, birthing centers or hospitals and obstetricians. Most families strive to breastfeed, but there
are fortunately alternatives when this option cannot happen. Many families enjoy babywearing, and others
would rather forgo the sling. A lot of families fight for the right to cosleep, but for others, other sleeping
arrangements work best. Many families prefer to have one parent at home full time, but others rely on
attachment parenting practices as beneficial family supports when both parents are employed full time. Some
families are more structured than others. There are some parenting choices that Attachment Parenting
International does not take a stance on. Vaccinating, cloth diapering, circumcising, educational choices,
elimination communication, and others are often quoted by some parents as part and parcel to Attachment
Parenting. Attachment Parenting, itself is not a checklist of practices but encompasses parenting that promotes
and are most likely to positively influence the parent-child attachment quality. Ways to Incorporate the
Benefits of Attachment Parenting Attachment Parenting practices can be incorporated by any parent. Here are
10 ideas to incorporate more attachment-minded principles into your home life: Research all of the types of
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prenatal care providers and birthing options in your area, as well as tests and procedures considered standard
or voluntary for prenatal checkups, childbirth, and newborn care. Learn as much as you can about various
parenting styles and approaches, and then discuss them with your parenting partner to work out differences.
Read books and articles, visit websites, attend teleseminars and support groups , and talk to other parents to
learn more about adding attachment-minded principles into your parenting techniques. Plan on breastfeeding,
and get support early on to head off any problems that arise. If you will need to return back to work, try to
pump your breastmilk to be bottled in your absence so you can reconnect with your baby or toddler after the
workday. Feed your infant, whether breast- or bottle-feeding, on demand. This means that the baby eats when
he or she wants to eat, rather than on a parent-mandated schedule. On-demand breastfeeding actually
stimulates a stronger supply. Have a sit-down family meal as often as possible. If you use spanking, punitive
timeouts, logical consequences, or other forms of punishments, try to move toward non-punitive discipline.
Learn effective conflict resolution skills, such as Nonviolent Communication and playful parenting. Learn
child development and try not to expect more from a child than he or she is developmentally able to give.
Learn to see infant crying as his or her communicating of needs, and then learn how to decipher those needs.
Know your child and learn to anticipate and help them express their needs. You are likely feeling pressure to
separate from your child, as a test of independence and healthy development.
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Toys and books for age that teach cultural geography and history: Gandhi, Today our world is shrinking and
we have finally learned to cherish diversityâ€”economic, racial, all kindsâ€”to prepare children for living in
the real world. There is also an increasing awareness of the importance of teaching students the value of
helping others. Even the Native Americans came from somewhere else. This wonderful living lesson in
geography teaches us that the main difference between us is when we came to our country and why. The study
of geography and of history revolves around the needs of all humans for such basic things as food, housing, a
means of transportation, clothing, and the mental and spiritual needs for work, play, and worship. In the early
years children are given concrete examples, stories and pictures of people all over the world, in order to build
a foundation in geography and history. The first lessons center around how people have developed a culture
because of the place where they live. How and why are the people living north of the Arctic Circle different
from those living near the equator? This attitude provides a healthy, non-judgmental, non-ethnocentric,
non-nationalistic, basis of exploration of peoples of the world. The seeds of the study of history are given
through experiences of ethnic foods and music, objects, pictures, and books. Later children will build on the
impressions taken in during this time of the absorbent mind, the age when they literally become all of the
impressions taken in from the environment, to make sense of the history of the world. In providing
experiences for the child we move from the general view to the specificâ€”from the whole earth to continents
to countries to counties, then towns and neighborhoods. I remember one day my oldest daughter, then age
three and recently having begun attending a Montessori school, was watching me, along with some of her
older friends ages six and eight , pour some beaten eggs into a skillet. She said "That looks like Africa! There
is no reason to put off geographical studies until later grades. Children want to have an idea of where they live
on a globe of Earth at very young ages. Puzzle maps have been used in classes for many years. Children easily
"absorb" and memorize the relative sizes, the shapes, the location of continents and countries of the world in
this motor-sensorial time of life. They delight in learning the names of every country and capital, the states,
the rivers and mountains. These impressions are likely to stay with them forever. We also give national songs,
dances, instrumental music, costumes, pictures of state birds, flowers, flags, architecture, inventions, and
adults and children carrying out the many aspects of life. We are very careful not to give the impression that
any culture is superior in any way to any other. Each culture has its own strengths and weaknesses, its own
gifts to the whole. Flags of the world have a special attraction to children. Ideally every classroom has a set of
the flags of the world. A child might come in one morning with a story about India. She will gather all of the
objects related to India in the classroomâ€”a folder of pictures of Asia, the map of Asia with the puzzle piece
of India, maybe a brass pitcher or statue from India, the flag of India, and so on. Often other children will join
in the search, and maybe remind her of a song or poem from this country. TEACHING HISTORY In the "Age
Earth" section you will find materials for teaching the concepts of solar system, constellations, and physical
geography that will eventually come together with experiences of cultural geography to give the child an
excellent foundation for later studies of these subjects. The adult begins this with stories about herself. One
story I told over and over was about the experience of getting up one morning, going through the living room
to fix breakfast and seeing our horse staring in the living room window at me. The mental construction of
geography and history will come together in a different way for each child. It is our responsibility to arrange
for many varied and interesting experiences that inspire the child to want to know more. Montessori
Materialsâ€”This is a direct link to geography toys and other materials materials: Before such great forces we
can recognize only one countryâ€”the entire world. The child wants to explore society and the world, to learn
what is right and wrong, to think about meaningful roles in society. She wants to know how everything came
to be, the history of the universe, the world, humans and why they behave the way they do. He asks the BIG
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questions and wants answers. These children explore manners and bad manners! It is the time to use the mind
to explore all areas of knowledge, to begin to conduct research, and to develop creative ways of processing,
exploring, and expressing this knowledge. Although groups form spontaneously, the main work is still done
individuallyâ€”concentration protected from interruptions by scheduled required groupsâ€”the hallmark of
Montessori education at all ages. This heals and fulfills the child, and reveals the true human who naturally
exhibits the desire to work, help others, and make a difference in the world. Peace is not studied as an
independent subject, but with the study of examples from the past, and practice in serving food and helping
each other. Peace is the natural outcome of a method of education where children experience work with their
hands and long periods of individual concentration and contemplation. In this way they are able to process and
recover from all the input of our modern world. They learn that peace is not just the absence of war, but the
way we treat each other in our daily lives, the way we communicate, and the way we solve problems. Peace
begins inside us, at home, at school. The acts of courtesy which he has been taught with a view to his making
contacts with others must now be brought to a new level. The question of aid to the weak, to the aged, to the
sick, for example, now arises. If, up to the present, it was important not to bump someone in passing, it is now
considered more important not to offend that person. While the younger child seeks comforts, the older child
is now eager to encounter challenges. But these challenges must have an aim. The passage to the second level
of education age is the passage from the sensorial, material level to the abstract. A turning toward the
intellectual and moral sides of life occurs at the age of seven. In the beginning of each year the children are
introduced to the study of humankind with stories, beautiful books, maps, posters, timelines and other research
inspirations. Throughout the six years in the elementary class, the child moves from the general to the specific
in the following way: She learns how plant and animals developed based on their environment and the
changing climate of the Earth. They study the amazing variety of species which leads naturally into the study
of classificationâ€”and the study of botany and zoology Age They study the causes and results of migrations
and how this is connected to the development of language and cultures, and the sciences. Of course all of these
studies are going on at the same time and the child is free to follow her interests, no matter what the age. It is
reinforced by the very important element of the Montessori class, that is that children teach each other, and
they go to each other for help. The 6-year-old is exposed to the work of the year-old, and the older child
improves and increases her own knowledge because of the act of teaching someone else. History is essentially
a record of how humans fulfilled their physical, mental, and spiritual needs. These can be thought of as: For
example, as the child learns about how different people obtain food, he learns to grow and prepare food. As he
learns about clothing he may learn to knit or to make clothing or costumes. He studies the arts of other
cultures while developing his own musical and other artistic talents. And while studying the ethics and
religions of other cultures he is exploring his own relationship with friends, family and God. This creates, not
only new abilities, but also an empathy with members of other cultures in the present and the past. Those who
do not remember the past are condemned to relive it. It is the story of the Native Americans and the people
from all over the world who have settled here. An excellent way to make this point is to take a long role of
adding machine paper and put the dates from, say 20, BC or whenever humans arrived in North America
according to the most recent archaeological findings to the present. Then make little cards with pictures and
dates to show the relationship of events in time. Some suggestions are "crossing the Bering Straits," "Height of
Aztec civilization" and as many other Native American events as you and the children can find "Columbus
arrives", "TV was invented" and so forth. Laying the cards gives an impression or overview of American
History. Use timelines for any subject. As teenagers, our children will operate on informationâ€”about
relationships, marriage, parenting, teaching, working, honesty, love, and so onâ€”that they learned from living
with us! As our children go on to learn about the great men and women of the past it is important that we
remind them that these people all started out as childrenâ€”and that the potential to be great and to contribute
to the world is in all of us. The study of history, biography, geography in the Montessori elementary class is
different each year. There are basic lessons that the teacher gives at the beginning of the year to present an
overview and an outline for research. But one never knows where the children will take it, where the
individual interests will lead. This is thrilling for the teacher and the children alike, and the children never
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our newsletters:
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Ancient Greek sculptures were originally painted bright colors. Some well-preserved statues still bear traces of
their original coloration. Later, the word came to mean any sort of non-expert or layman, then someone
uneducated or ignorant, and much later to mean stupid or mentally deficient. Modern consensus suggests the
library had likely already been destroyed centuries before this incident. A year-old man in medieval England,
for example, could by one estimate expect to live to the age of There is no evidence that iron maidens were
invented in the Middle Ages or even used for torture. Instead they were pieced together in the 18th century
from several artifacts found in museums in order to create spectacular objects intended for commercial
exhibition. They would as a matter of course fight on foot and could mount and dismount without help. In fact,
soldiers equipped with plate armor were more mobile than those with mail armor chain armor , as mail was
heavier and required stiff padding beneath due to its pliable nature. Whether chastity belts , devices designed
to prevent women from having sexual intercourse , were invented in medieval times is disputed by modern
historians. Most existing chastity belts are now thought to be deliberate fakes or anti-masturbatory devices
from the 19th and early 20th centuries. The latter were made due to the widespread belief that masturbation
could lead to insanity , and were mostly bought by parents for their teenage children. Medieval Europeans did
not believe Earth was flat. Scholars have known the earth is spherical since at least B. Columbus was also not
the first European to visit the Americas: Early modern[ edit ] Contrary to the popular image of the Pilgrim
Fathers , the early settlers of the Plymouth Colony in North America did not wear all black, and their
capotains hats were shorter and rounder than the widely depicted tall hat with a buckle on it. Instead, their
fashion was based on that of the late Elizabethan era: Both men and women wore the same style of shoes,
stockings, capes, coats and hats in a range of colors including reds, yellows, purples, and greens. Baker, the
traditional image was formed in the 19th century when buckles were a kind of emblem of quaintness. Marie
Antoinette was an unpopular ruler; therefore, people attribute the phrase "let them eat cake" to her, in keeping
with her reputation as being hard-hearted and disconnected from her subjects. His dentures were made of gold,
hippopotamus ivory, lead, animal teeth including horse and donkey teeth , [] and probably human teeth
purchased from slaves. After the Second Continental Congress voted to declare independence on July 2, the
final language of the document was approved on July 4, and it was printed and distributed on July 4â€”5.
While he did serve on a commission that tried to design a seal after the Declaration of Independence , his
proposal was an image of Moses. In , a petition from a group of German immigrants was put aside on a
procedural vote of 42 to 41, that would have had the government publish some laws in German. This was the
basis of the Muhlenberg legend , named after the Speaker of the House at the time, Frederick Muhlenberg , a
speaker of German descent who abstained from this vote. Napoleon was taller than his nickname, The Little
Corporal, suggests. He was actually slightly taller than the average Frenchman of his time. A newspaper
reporter invented the story to make colorful copy. I wish to return" and that Hearst responded, "Please remain.
This anecdote was originally included in a book by James Creelman , though there is no evidence that the
telegraph exchange ever happened, and substantial evidence that it did not. Officials there kept no records
other than checking ship manifests created at the point of origin, and there was simply no paperwork which
would have created such an effect, let alone any law. At the time in New York, anyone could change the
spelling of their name simply by using that new spelling. Much of the repair work had been performed before
Mussolini and the Fascists came to power in Only a very small share of the radio audience was even listening
to it, and isolated reports of scattered incidents and increased call volume to emergency services were played
up the next day by newspapers, eager to discredit radio as a competitor for advertising. Both Welles and CBS,
which had initially reacted apologetically, later came to realize that the myth benefited them and actively
embraced it in later years. This story may have originated from German propaganda efforts following the
charge at Krojanty , in which a Polish cavalry brigade surprised German infantry in the open, and successfully
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charged and dispersed them, until driven off by armoured cars. While Polish cavalry still carried the sabre for
such opportunities, they were trained to fight as highly mobile, dismounted cavalry dragoons and issued with
light anti-tank weapons. Jews in Denmark were never forced to wear the Star of David. The Danish resistance
did help most Jews flee the country before the end of the war. Albert Einstein did not fail mathematics classes
never "flunked a math exam" in school. Upon seeing a column making this claim, Einstein said "I never failed
in mathematics Before I was fifteen I had mastered differential and integral calculus.
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Their lifestyle revolved around their herds and flocks which required constant movement in search of green
pastures. Many people mentioned in the Bible lived this nomadic lifestyle including: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,
Moses and David. Here we will look at the various aspects of this ancient culture. As the Hebrew language is
closely related to this lifestyle, we will also show the connection between their words and culture often missed
because of a lack of cultural understanding Genesis Both of these cultures view their surroundings, lives, and
purpose in ways which would seem foreign to the other. With the exception of a few Bedouin nomadic tribes
living in the Near East today, the ancient Hebrew culture has disappeared. What happened to this ancient
Hebrew thought and culture? This new culture began to view the world very much differently than the
Hebrews. This culture was the Greeks. This was a very turbulent time as the two vastly different cultures
collided. Over the following years the battle raged until finally the Greek culture won and virtually eliminated
all trace of the ancient Hebrew culture. The Greek culture then in turn influenced all following cultures
including the Roman and European cultures, our own American culture and even the modern Hebrew culture
in Israel today. The word Tanakh is actually an acronym for the three divisions of the Hebrew Old Testament.
Most theologians and religious historians believe that the approximate birth date of Yeshua of Nazareth Jesus
was in the fall, sometime between 4 and 7 B. CE stands for "Common Era. The term "common" simply means
that this is the most frequently used calendar system: There are many religious calendars in existence, but each
of these are normally in use in only a small geographic area of the world -- typically by followers of a single
religion. I put this information in just to say The Ethic of Reciprocity the Golden Rule suggests that one
should not intentionally cause pain to other humans. We should treat others as we would wish to be treated.
Since only one out of every three humans on earth is a Christian, some theologians felt that non-religious,
neutral terms like C. Forcing a Hindu, for example, to use A. However, there is nothing to prevent a person
from defining C. The Abbreviations Dictionary does exactly this.
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The Ancient Chinese were famous for their inventions and technology. Many of their inventions had lasting
impact on the entire world. Silk - Silk was a soft and light material much desired by the wealthy throughout
the world. It became such a valuable export that the trade route running from Europe to China became known
as the Silk Road. The Chinese learned how to make silk from the cocoons of silkworms. They managed to
keep the process for making silk a secret for hundreds of years. Paper - Paper was invented by the Chinese as
well as many interesting uses for paper like paper money and playing cards. The first paper was invented in
the 2nd century BC and the manufacture later perfected around AD. Printing - Wood block printing was
invented in AD and then moveable type around years later. This was actually hundreds of years before the
invention of the printing press by Gutenberg in Europe. The Compass - The Chinese invented the magnetic
compass to help determine the correct direction. They used this in city planning at first, but it became very
important to map makers and for the navigation of ships. Not long after, engineers figured out how to use
gunpowder for military uses such as bombs, guns, mines, and even rockets. They also invented fireworks and
made great beautiful displays of fireworks for celebrations. Boat Rudder - The rudder was invented as a way
to steer large ships. This enabled the Chinese to build huge ships as early as AD, well before they were ever
built in Europe. Other - Other inventions include the umbrella, porcelain, the wheelbarrow, iron casting, hot
air balloons, seismographs to measure earthquakes, kites, matches, stirrups for riding horses, and acupuncture.
Kites were first used as a way for the army to signal warnings. Umbrellas were invented for protection from
the sun as well as the rain. Chinese doctors knew about certain herbs to help sick people. They also knew that
eating good foods was important to being healthy. Compasses were often used to make sure that homes were
built facing the correct direction so they would be in harmony with nature. The Grand Canal in China is the
longest manmade canal or river in the world. It is over 1, miles long and stretches from Beijing to Hangzhou.
They invented the abacus in the 2nd century BC. This was a calculator that used sliding beads to help compute
math problems quickly. A clear coating called lacquer was made to protect and enhance certain works of art
and furniture. Paper money was first developed and used in China during the Tang dynasty 7th century.
Activities Take a ten question quiz about this page. Listen to a recorded reading of this page: Your browser
does not support the audio element. For more information on the civilization of Ancient China:
Chapter 9 : MONTESSORI GEOGRAPHY, Newsletter #3, May, From Michael Olaf Montessori
The child and other cultural inventions: Houston Symposium 4 / Author: edited by Frank S. Kessel, Alexander W. Siegel.
--Publication info.
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